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Report by Toby Grimm

The Australian share market (S&P/ASX 200 Index) finished 
0.5% higher in July (the Index’s fourth consecutive monthly 
gain following March’s capitulation). However, momentum 
was lost late in the period as renewed social and business 
restrictions tied to spiking COVID-19 case numbers in 
Victoria (and associated border closures with concerns 
about NSW) began to weigh on confidence.
 
Individually Managed Portfolios (IMP)
Against this backdrop we are relatively pleased to report 
a flat month for IMP with an average miss of just 7bps and 
two of four models winning (refer attached for details).
In discussion, our lower risk top end portfolios lacked 
growth beta and the 100I missed by 66bps while the 100T 
undershot by 30bps. Meanwhile the 200 beat by 44bp and 
our 300 chipped in a 24bp win. We marginally increased 
market exposure (somewhat later in the month, as we 
took advantage of a relatively minor pull back to add to 
exposure in Gold/Tech and under-performing Healthcare/
Tech), with average cash levels falling from 11.2% at the 
end of June to 9.5% on July 31.
 
The YMP model achieved a solid 46bp win which is 
testament to individual stock selection because it was 
a positive month and the model (for income reasons) is 
underweight tech, consumer discretion and resources.
 
 
Market outlook and commentary
So we climbed again in July, but the worsening domestic 
pandemic situation and persistent weakness in the US 
dollar (which in turn saw our currency hit near 18 month 
highs) clearly prompted some caution towards the end of 
month. However, continued health and economic recovery 
in China coupled with the drop in the Green-back (it was 
the US currency’s worst month in 10 years) saw commodity 
prices – and in particular Iron Ore – rally strongly, helping 
offset Australian Dollar strength for our Mining sector.

Global markets were very much mixed in the month. China’s 
Shanghai Composite surged 10.9% as recovery dynamics 
were amplified by Government moves to promote market 

investment by citizens. This was despite continued trade 
tensions with the US which saw the two order the closure 
of the other’s embassies in mid-sized cities. By all reports, 
China’s health and economic recovery remains afoot with 
recent Manufacturing and Services data confirming a better 
than expected pace.

Gold
Tied to the semi-historic fall in the US Dollar Index was, of 
course, a similarly spectacular rally in the price of Gold; 
arguably the best hedge against US dollar weakness in 
low interest rate environments such as we see prevailing 
globally at present and well into the future. Gold in US 
Dollars soared 10.9% for the month of July to hit an all-time 
high (unadjusted for inflation) of US$1983/oz in the month, 
and has subsequently traded above US$2,000. In Australian 
dollar terms, Gold was up 6.6%  - also hitting all-time highs 
in recent days.
 
Mining
This, alongside supply concerns related to Brazilian mines 
closed due to the South American nation’s horrendous 
COVID-19 disaster, and the US Dollar weakness, helped 
Dalian Iron Ore Futures for delivery in September climb 
12.6% in Yuan terms, or 10.4% in Australian Dollar terms. 
No wonder Fortescue Mining (FMG) which rose over 25% 
in July (eclipsing BHP’s 2.6% and RIO’s 4% gains for the 
month as these miners were diluted with slightly weaker 
performing commodities like Oil ‘only’ up 4% and Copper 
up 6%), recently achieved a market capitalisation greater 
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than National Australia Bank (NAB). This is a symbolic 
change not only reflecting COVID-19 risks but also 
reflecting the fact that large scale miners are now the most 
attractive source of dividend payments as they distribute 
surging free cash flow while exercising restraint on new 
investment  (will miners avoid repeated past mistakes?).

Banks
Meanwhile Banks were mixed, with Commonwealth Bank 
rising 2.5% as its peers ANZ, NAB and Westpac all fell by 
around 3% - perhaps reflecting CBA’s superior capital 
position (less raise risk) and its enviable timing by avoiding 
regulator APRA’s Dividend ‘ban’ in February and it’s set to 
enjoy partial relief from that ban after APRA adjusted its 
guidance in the month.

Of course the generally weak performance by banks can 
be attributable to the growing economic – and with it, 
balance sheet – risks tied to Australia’s worsening COVID-19 
situation. Silently, however, the damage was two-fold as 
global interest rates plumbed new record lows – hurting 
margins on new business and ongoing books for those still 
able to pay.

It should be noted that while the risks are very real in the 
near-term, and profitability is under immense pressure, 
there has been perhaps one silver lining; the pandemic 
response has provided the banks an opportunity to repair 
reputations following years of public debasement, and by 
all accounts regulators and State/Federal Government have 
been highly positive in speaking about the way the banks 
have handled the crisis. Expensive PR, yes, but positive 
none-the-less. But I digress.

 
US markets
US markets were nothing short of incredible in the month 
of July. Even as COVID-19 case numbers exploded in major 
states like Florida and California, they managed to post a 
2.4% gain on the Dow Jones and 5.6%/6.8% gains for the 
S&P 500 Index and Nasdaq respectively.

This reflects the increasing dominance of Tech (which is 
now of course split between Information Technology and 
Communications) and the US leadership position in this 
field. On a single day in late July, Apple, Amazon, Google 
parent Alphabet and FaceBook all beat sales and profit 
forecasts. These are amazing businesses with global reach, 
and well insulated from the impact of COVID-19, but their 
valuations continue to rise, and their dominance of market 
indices increases (Apple is the largest component of the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average at close to 10%) – potentially 
posing a threat in time.

Australian retail
This is a dynamic we have seen locally, with investors 
favouring anything with growth, especially if it is boosted 
by COVID-19 (i.e. online) and it is hard not to see some 
looking decidedly frothy (case in point, and not to pick on 
Temple & Webster (TPW).

TPW has proven itself to operate a very attractive business 
model with 74% sales growth in 2020. But, this company 
just reported, to much fanfare, $175m in revenue and 
$8.5M in EBITDA. It has a market cap of $1B – it’s profitable, 
so that’s great, but it’s on 200x at least! How many sofa’s 
can we buy online? And not to pick out TPW... you could 
argue the same about many other ‘darlings’, and don’t get 
me started on ‘Buy Now Pay Later’... is it possible to never 
actually pay for anything yet?).

Perhaps sour grapes stemming from under exposure to 
these names and sectors – sure. However, while we clearly 
underestimated the magnitude and duration of the retail 
surge (merely enhanced by resurgent COVID-19 issues 
which prolong consumer’s psyche/limit of spending 
choices, and the stimulus support currently driving 
retail mania) we believe it remains largely temporary 
and ultimately, retail sales must re-align with what must 
eventually be subdued, macro-economic conditions and 
employment and income/house prices that ultimately drive 
consumption.

People will not receive JobKeeper forever, nor be able to 
withdraw $20k from their super, and as magnificent it is for 
spending now, in time, spending will fall and alternatives 
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will re-emerge... just as these retailers have to comp this 
year’s exceptional performance.

In short – the better it gets now, the harder it is to repeat 
and we do not believe chasing it is prudent for medium and 
longer term returns. That said – we certainly acknowledge 
that certain trends (which already existed pre-COVID-19) 
are here to stay, and advantaged business models are a key 
focus in exposures we have and buy. We have repeatedly 
said we focus on three attributes – balance sheet strength, 
management execution and either defensive (reflecting 
our view that reality will one day prevail) or advantaged 
business models (such as online commerce, consumer and 
health) and this has not changed. 

Back to the global July wrap...

Other global markets
Elsewhere performance in July was decidedly weaker-  in 
part, as strengthening Euro and Yen weighed on export 
driven markets. London’s FTSE shed over 4%, Germany was 
flat (Exports offset Tech) and Japan’s Nikkei lost 2.6%. 

Interestingly, and you’ve got to give it to them, New 
Zealand’s Gross 50 was up 2.4%, and traded less than 3% 
below its all time high struck in February. How wonderful 
to have a market index not dominated by banks. Hopefully 
they can kick our banks out and list their own... oh that’s 
right, they don’t have any. What they do have is milk, 
glorious A2 protein milk, and Tech. And bunkers. Well 
played New Zealand!
 
So what, after all that, is the outlook?
Frankly, it remains pretty much the same as it has the last 
few months. Risk asset markets do not reflect main street 
reality. They reflect historic level stimulus and support, 
and will do until the spigots are turned off – either 
because ‘Modern Monetary Theory’ proves incorrect (i.e. 
governments and their central bank arms cannot simply 
sustain nominal growth levels above financing costs) 
or, god forbid, they actually succeed in their unilateral 
pursuit for inflation (based on the Fed and RBA comments 
yesterday this appears unlikely in the next few years). 

We know markets are distorted, and certainly some areas 
can be called a bubble. The Australian share market is 
trading at close to 20x 12 month forward earnings – that 
is approaching 3 standard deviations from its long-term 
average (fun fact, statistical probability of a result 3 times 
outside the standard deviation is 0.3%, or 3 in 1000). It 
doesn’t of course mean we can’t go higher – in fact, we 
more than likely will.

In the very short term, multiple expansion may continue as 
global interest rates plumb new record lows. Importantly, 
that is based on EPS declines in FY21, and it is possible 

we see out-performance on that front. We entered FY21 
looking at -3% (after a likely EPS decline of 15% in FY20) 
and as the reporting season is about to get under way, it 
is hard not to envisage a steady daily reminder of just how 
bad things have been for the majority of the market, but 
estimates are stale and prospects exist for some beats. 

Then, Melbournians had a party and got the state shut 
down, passed a few COVID-19 cases to NSW (which is 
holding up remarkably well it has to be said), and of course, 
sent one or two our way as well. Without being flippant, 
EPS forecasts usually start any given year at +10% and, 
sure as the sun rises in the east, ends up well below initial 
hopes. So to start at -3% is not inspiring, and factoring 
what can only be considered as top level down, negative 
developments for economic activity and earnings (stage 
four shutdown in Melbourne, border closures elsewhere) 
suggests maybe the P/e is really quite a bit higher than 20x. 

Interestingly, it seems FY21 EPS estimates have improved 
over the past few weeks, and according to Morgan Stanley, 
now sit at -0.8% (and they have the P/e at 19x). It is difficult 
to reconcile improving FY21 EPS estimates at this point, 
but perhaps it is possible – materials are a net positive 
and consumers are stuck at home spending. Certainly 
the 3.3% Dividend Yield is far superior to cash rates and 
very attractive. Investors have no choice. Central Banks 
are dictating that they increasingly take risk and punishing 
those who do not (shares go up, cash goes down in 
inflation adjusted terms).

So we remain reluctantly long as we quell our inner demons 
and follow the instructions of those ultimately in control. 
We are, however, cautious enough not to go too far with 
the theme – holding a reasonable pile of cash (to deploy 
into any meaningful pullback) and protect against the 
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unknowable time that monetary and fiscal policy is unable, 
or unwilling, to provide further distortionary influence. This 
is not to seem cynical – it is pragmatism. Obviously we will 
be watching diligently for any early signals the paradigm 
may be turning in a bid to hopefully outrun the steamroller 
with a few pennies in our pockets. We are also, by way 
of conservative make-up and an inability to completely 
exclude the historic lessons of economic theory and reality, 
consciously prepared to miss out on some of the upside so 
as to be better positioned when the piper stops playing his 
enchanting tune. This is why we are not chasing BNPL or 
Online Retail at these levels, and why we believe balance 
sheets are important. We acknowledge it may cost us in the 
short term but we think wealth creation is a long term game.

A more detailed view
On to the technical picture, which, like recent months, 
remains constructive, all be it slightly less so. In the short 
term we continue in a recovery uptrend, although having 
failed to break numerous strong resistance levels ~ 6,200 
(now comprise June high, 61.8% Fibonacci retracement of 
decline, 200 day MA and top of pennant) the market has 
slid beneath a somewhat arbitrary (but seemingly influential) 
base of the pennant. After holding the pivot line (April 
high/June lows)  we then rallied and tried to recover it but 
failed. We have seen a lower high  (July’s 6,160 vs June’s 
6,212) and momentum indicators are flagging. It appears 
as though we may get a decisive indicator soon given the 
narrowing range between support and resistance. A break 
of 6,212 is immensely bullish (signalling  a retest of the highs 
in time), a break of 5,720 considerably bearish as it would 
signal a change in trend (immediately targeting ~5,450 but 
possibly commencing a new consolidation pattern towards 
the box 5,100 to 5,300.  We need to hold that level.
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Long term we are still within the uptrend channel, having 
reclaimed it in May. Interestingly, the lower channel 
boundary sits around 5,730 – coinciding with the important 
daily support above.

 
Good luck everyone, and buckle in for a busy August 
with reporting season and undoubtedly some good old 
brinkmanship in the US regarding the stimulus package 
everyone knows Congress will ultimately agree on. Keep an 
eye on US/China relations as the election nears (see Tik Tok, 
Yeezy), and be ready for the inevitable capital raisings that 
are sure to come as earnings (with very little outlook) are 
divulged. As a positive last comment, what we have seen 
in the past week is better than expected - manufacturing 
PMI’s in China, Europe and the US. We have also seen a 
surge in large scale M&A. Both of these factors portend 
to improving confidence about future demand and risk 
outlook by CEO’s and boards around the world. We figure it’s 
not wise to be too bearish or bullish at the moment – but to 
focus on owning good quality businesses being well run, that 
have the strength to ride out any possible near term shocks.


